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ABSTRACT
A model is presented which is a computer simulation of a duel
involving two helicopter sections, a scout and an attack section,
and an armored mobile land target. Terrain features are considered
in the model by using a "least square" polynomial to represent the
terrain environment. The model was constructed in an attempt to
include the possible effects of terrain on tactics used by the com-
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The model presented in this thesis, ARMREC, is a time step com-
puter simulation of an armed reconnaissance flight of two helicopter
sections in search of a small stationary or moving armored land tar-
get. Simultaneous and independent movement of the participants is
provided for in the model and all movement takes place over terrain
simulated by a "least square" polynomial. The necessary data for
the terrain simulation in ARMREC is supplied by a separate program,
TERRAIN. The program, TERRAIN, is described in APPENDIX IV. The
flight paths of the helicopter sections in the model are either pre-
planned, and as such are included with the necessary input data for
the model, or they are generated as nap of the earth, NOE, flight
paths by the ARMREC program.
The interactions included in the ARMREC program, i.e., the
search and destroy mission of the helicopters and the ensuing duel
between the helicopters and the target, are designed to test the
efficiency of a helicopter anti-armored weapons system. The important
features of the model are its ability to simulate terrain such that
terrain effects on tactical changes by the participants are realistic,
and its ability to move any number of participants as independent
units over the terrain.
The authors' interest in the possible use of helicopters in an
anti-armored role was developed during their 1965 summer operational
tour with the Stanford Research Institute research group which sup-
ports the Army Combat Developments Command Experimentation Command,
CDCEC, at Fort Ord, California.
The authors wish to thank the staff of the Stanford Research
Institute group at Fort Ord, and specifically Mr. Richard Ferris, the
Project Scientist, and the members of Team IV on the CDCEC staff for
giving them the opportunity to assist in formulating proposed tactics
for helicopters in an anti-armored environment. The authors also
express their appreciation to Professor Alvin F. Andrus who provided
the encouragement and help necessary in completing this thesis.
2. Design of the Model
ARMREC was programmed in FORTRAN- 63 for the CDC-1604 computer and
consists of a time step movement of two helicopter sections involved in
a search and destroy mission against an armed mobile unit. The model
is designed so that Monte Carlo techniques can be used to generate ex-
pected outcomes of various tactics used in anti-armored reconnaissance
missions which may be assigned to helicopters.
The provision for weapons in the model is as follows: As many as
four weapon types, with their associated kill probabilities as a func-
tion of range to the helicopters, can be assigned to the armored unit.
The attack helicopters are armed with missile type weapons which can
have either nuclear warheads with an associated CEP as a function of
target range and crossing speed or conventional warheads with an as-
sociated kill probability.
Assigned to each participant in the model is a probability of
seeing opposing participants as a function of range given that the
opponents are in view of one another. The model begins the conflict
between the opponents by proceeding to move all forces according to
plan until an opponent is sighted by one of the participants. At
this time a decision to engage the sighted target is considered by
the participant making the sighting. If the decision is not to
engage, the computer model is time stepped until an engagement de-
cision is reached or the game run is completed. If, however, the
decision is to engage the sighted target, the attack phase of
ARMREC is executed. This phase of the program is described in
Section 5.
For location purposes all three participants are considered as
point forces, i.e., all elements making up the forces of any of the
three combatants are considered to occupy the same point, (X,Y,Z),
at any given time in the simulation. The routines that govern the
movement of the helicopter sections and armored unit until the attack
phase is executed are described in Sections 3 and 4.
At the conclusion of each attack phase or engagement, the ARMREC
program is designed to collect and print results which are necessary
for assessing the impact of parameter changes which can be made in
the program. A complete description of both the inputs to the program
and the printed results is found in APPENDIX III.
The scenario used with the ARMREC program consisted of an attack
section and a scout section each containing two helicopters. The
armored mobile land unit consisted of 3 tanks and 2 armored personnel
carriers. The flight path of the helicopters was both preplanned and
NOE generated by the program. The time step for the model was set at
one second.
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3. Helicopter and armored unit movement
The tracks of the two helicopter sections and the armored unit
on the terrain are input values to the ARMREC program. The terrain
heights of points along each of the three tracks are computed using
the appropriate approximating polynomial expression generated by the
program TERRAIN. These heights are used to generate a nap of earth
flight path when desired. A nap of earth, NOE, flight path is defined
as i lying as close to the ground as vegetation and obstacles permit,
taking full advantage of the terrain to gain concealment and cover
from the enemy's observation and fire ( 8 ).
Helicopters proceed along their preplanned flight path and a check
is made during every program time step to determine if they can see the
land target. If it is determined that no line of sight has existed
between the helicopters and the land target for a specified period of
time, the scout helicopters perform a "pop-up" maneuver. This pop-up
tactic is described as suddenly ascending vertically from behind
terrain features in order to see any enemy ground units that might
be present. This tactic, combined with NOE flight, has been found
to improve the chance of successful mission completion by scout and
attack helicopters against a variety of targets ( 1 )
.
A helicopter while in the pop-up phase, is allowed to climb to
a predetermined height or until interacquisition is established.
If it is determined that no visual detection has occurred or is pos-
sible at the end of the pop-up ascent, the helicopter is programmed
to continue its NOE flight path.
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4. Interacquisition
Inherent to the ARMREC program is the assumption that whenever
an unobstructed line of sight exists between two participants, they
both have the possibility of visual detection.
To determine if two participants can possibly see one another
a line, called the line of sight, is projected between them. If the
elevation of any point on the line of sight projected onto the terrain
surface is greater than the corresponding point on the line of sight,
the participants are considered not in view of one another. If all
points on the line of sight are higher than the elevations of their
respective projected points on the terrain surface, then the line of
sight is unobstructed and visual detection can occur. This computa-
tion is carried out in the ARMREC program by checking points 50
meters apart, on the average, on the line of sight.
If visual detection can occur, the detection probability as a
function of range associated with each participant is then compared
with a generated random number to ascertain if contact has been made
by one or both of the participants. If it is determined that a
visual contact exists, the ARMREC program executes the attack phase.
If contact is not established or the participants are not in view of




The attack phase of ARMREC provides the logic for the participants
during the engagement portion of the simulation. As mentioned in the
previous section, the attack phase commences when either of the oppos-
ing participants visually detects the other. The principal logical
divisions for this phase are as follows:
Armored Unit Movement
The armored land unit proceeds on the basis of three assumptions.
These assumptions are: The unit follows a predetermined route to a
selected destination with no deviation from the route allowed; the
unit must stop to fire; and elements of the unit will fire whenever
a helicopter is in view and ammunition is available.
Aircraft Initial Decisions
When one of the helicopter sections has sighted a target, a
firing point is computed for the attack helicopter on a constant
bearing from the target to the attack section at a given attack
range . ATR. . A scout observation position is then chosen along a
line perpendicular to the attack-target axis and at a distance
prescribed by ATR.
If the scout section can obtain an unobstructed view of both
the target and the attack section's computed firing point, a re-
finement of the firing position is made. This refinement consists
of selecting a point, if one exists, in the vicinity of the initial
computed firing point such that an uninterrupted line of sight,
LOS, exists to the target. If no such point exists a refinement
is not made. A major assumption in the computation of these posi-
tions is that the attack group verses armored unit speed ratio
ranges from 2.5 to 3.0.
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Position Determination
During each time step the positions of the participants are
calculated and the lines of sight between the attack and scout sec-
tions and the armored unit are evaluated to determine whether or not
they are unobstructed. If the line of sight between the attack sec-
tion and the armored unit is discontinuous as the attack section
approaches the firing point, the scout section altitude is modified
to simulate a pop-up tactic. This tactic is utilized to insure that
the scout section will be able to assist the attack section in tar-
get position orientation.
Armored Unit Gunfire Control .
Subsequent to the calculation of positions and the lines of sight
evaluation, it is determined if the land unit could or would have
fired at the helicopters during the previous time step. The ability
of each weapon type to fire is predicated upon range, availability of
ammunition, whether sufficient time has elapsed to acquire the heli-
copter, i.e., time to train, sight and prepare the weapon for firing,
and when applicable, whether enough time has passed to simulate re-
loading and re-acquiring a helicopter.
If the armored unit is unable to fire at one or both of the heli-
copter sections due to the loss of a previously established visual
contact, a decision is made for the unit to remain in place or to
proceed to its destination at an emergency speed, TSPDM. This speed
is maintained until at least one of the helicopter sections is re-
acquired at which time the armored unit's movement is determined as
previously described, or until its destination is reached. The de-
cision to remain or proceed at emergency speed to the destination is
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based upon the length of elapsed time before the lost contact can
again be seen. This is programmed to account for the momentary ob-
scuration of a helicopter section by a terrain feature. Time inter-
vals to re-acquisition of less than 15 seconds were arbitaraily
selected as a basis for the armored unit to maintain a fixed posi-
tion.
The armored unit will fire at a helicopter if the probability
of a kill as calculated by the following equation, is at least .15 .
NW
P(helicopter kill) = 1-JT (l-P.(r) )i=l i
Where:
NW = The number of weapon types
NWi= The number of weapons of type i
P.(r)= The probability of helicopter kill
by weapon type i at range r .
In the event the armored unit is able to fire at both helicopter
sections a predetermined firing doctrine, IKILL, is used in the model
to decide which target(s) the armored unit will fire at. The firing
doctrine gives firing priorities for the helicopter section type,
i.e., scout or attack, or it gives priority to the section with the
lowest probability of survival. The armored unit's weapons can also
be apportioned, by weapon type, to the helicopter section against
which it has the highest probability of a kill.
Aircraft Fire Control
In general, the attack helicopters are able to fire under the
following conditions: the armored unit is in visual contact and will
remain so for the time of flight of the helicopter's missile; a
period of time, HTF, simulating acquisition, has passed since visual
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contact was made, and missiles are available for firing. Obscuration
of the target due to missile detonation does not affect the firing
capabilities of the attack section. In particular, a nuclear missile
can be fired at ranges in excess of 500 meters, and a conventional
rocket can be fired at ranges in excess of 100 meters from the target.
If the above conditions are not fulfilled or a helicopter has fired
a missile which has not yet impacted then the helicopter may not fire.
Once a helicopter has fired it must maintain the course and speed it
had at the time of fire until missile impact. Further firing or
evasive maneuver is then permitted. If the helicopter cannot fire
for reasons other than just having fired, evasive maneuver or move-
ment to press the attack is allowable. In either case, if missiles
are available, once evasive maneuver has been taken, another firing
point is selected and routes of flight are computed as described
before. If all missiles have been expended the program generates
a route from the attack section's position to a point of concealment
and then to a terminal point.
The scout section's route during the gunfire control phase of
the program is also subject to evaluation. Once the scout section
establishes visual contact with the armored unit a route is selected
to allow the scout to shuttle between an observation point and a
point concealed from the land unit's view. This continues until the
attack section is destroyed or has expended its missiles, or until the
land unit is destroyed. ARMREC then calculates a flight path from the
scout section's present position, via a concealed point to its term-
inal position.
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A major assumption is that land unit weapons are considered
effective in the time step in which they are fired while the mis-




A helicopter is considered to be out of action if a number drawn
from a uniform distribution is less than or equal to the probability of
a kill for the weapons employed against the aircraft. No more than one
helicopter in each section may be destroyed in a time step.
As mentioned earlier, two missile types can be delivered by an
attack helicopter, one a conventional and the other a nuclear. The
conventional missile is merely delivered with a given kill probability.
That is, for conventional weapons the decision as to whether an element
of the armored unit is killed or not is a simple yes or no determined
by comparing the probability of kill with a generated random number.
In this sense the damage inflicted on an element of the armored unit
is either none or total and this must be reflected in the numerical
values assigned to the probability of kill. When a nuclear weapon is
delivered a CEP is generated in order to fit a normal distribution to
the distribution of points of impact about the aim point. The CEP is
generated as a linear function of range to the target in meters and
the relative crossing speed in meters per second. The functional re-
lationship of range and relative crossing speed to CEP used in ARMREC
was initially established to produce an average direct hit probability
of near .40 at target attack ranges of 900 to 1400 meters. However,
with minor program modification, known CEP's for weapons delivery
systems can be used. The missile aimpoint is determined as a function
of target speed and projected direction of motion of the target.
The relative position of the nuclear projectile impact point to
the center and end points of the armored unit, together with the tar-




information necessary to determine the extent of damage inflicted on the
target. An element, including its assigned weapon types, is considered
out of action if it lies within the target radius of destruction pro-
jected from the impact point of the missile.
Only surface bursts of small yield nuclear missiles are considered
in the ARMREC program. With the low yield projectile envisioned as
being used, it is felt that no detrimental nuclear effects would be
experienced by the helicopter weapons system at the attack ranges con-
sidered. However, provision is made in the ARMREC program to determine
the overpressure produced by the nuclear burst at various attack ranges
since overpressure is found to be the critical damage factor on air-
craft weapon systems ( 6 ) . First order mach effects were considered
the main augmenters in calculating the overpressure. The function
which estimates the overpressure from a nuclear blast of given yield
at varied ranges can be found in D.A.S.A. publications ( 9 ).
It is also assumed in the computer model that the area within the
target complex is flat earth. This may affect the damage assessment
since the armored unit critical damage factor in determining the
target radius of destruction was the nuclear radiation intensity in-
flicted upon the personnel within the target complex ( 3 )
.
It is also assumed in the model that armored unit destruction
and aircraft damage is simultaneously known to all participants.
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7. Comments
In addition to comments pertaining to assumptions made earlier,
this section contains remarks that are considered significant.
All participants described in the model moved on or above the
terrain without regard to natural vegetation or man made obstacles.
No attempt was made in the model to degrade sighting probabilities
as a result of the masking or camouflaging effects that are produced
by these elements. Cover afforded by vegetation could be simulated
by allowing ground elements to operate below the terrain surface in
areas where masking is prevalent. Area extent would be controlled
to approximate light or heavy coverage. Background concealing
effects by terrain or vegetation on helicopter acquisition by ground
targets could be simulated by sensing terrain along the extended line
of sight between ground and airborne elements. A diminishing factor
could then be applied to the probability of aircraft acquisition.
In the nuclear effects assessment portion of the program it was
assumed that the vehicles of the armored unit were spaced 50 meters
apart and in single file. Modification of the damage part of the
program would be necessary in order to calculate the damage inflicted
upon other target types.
It is also the case that the model scenario has been described
in terms of two sections of helicopters and an armored unit. Actually
the structure of the model is such that other participant types may
be used in place of those described by changing the input parameters
which determine the operating envelopes of the participants. As a
result many other conflict type scenarios may be investigated by this
model. Fixed ground participants, such as those used in Capt. J. L.
Harrison's thesis ( 2 ) , may be incorporated into ARMREC with a mini-
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mum of programming.
The previous sections have described the model in terms of the
logical development of actions and reactions. It has not been
specifically mentioned that all of the previous sections describe
parts of an integrated complex computer program. The ARMREC program
is composed of a main program and eleven sub-routines. The main
program initiates each run, directs the movement of the participants
to the attack phase, and directs the execution of the historical
print out tableau at the completion of each run, Fig. 3. The names
and functions of the sub-routines are as follows:
BNDCK checks for out of bounds conditions as routes are computed
for each of the moving participants. If a route is found to extend
beyond the map area upon which the duel is designed to take place,
BNDCK initiates a program stop.
RANGE is used to calculate the position of each participant on
its computed path at any time step, and senses when a participant
reaches its terminal position.
ALOS calculates the range between two positions and determines
if an unobstructed line of sight exists between them.
ELEV uses the input coefficients of the terrain approximating
polynomials to calculate the elevation at any surface point (X,Y)
within the game boundaries.
CONTOUR computes a nap of the earth flight path between points
along the track of an aircraft.
TGSE selects a position such that a LOS exists, or one in which
a LOS does not exist between the position and another specified
point.
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RTE determines the X,Y coordinates of a path such that nap of the
earth flight is possible between any two specified points. It enables
an aircraft to simulate a spiraling climb to elevations which normal
nap of the earth flight as simulated in CONTOUR does not allow.
PL0T1 provides the necessary data for the graph output desired.
ATTACK provides for the functions mentioned in Section five. It
also calculates the aircraft damage due to land unit fire as described
in Section six.
PRINT1 controls the printed historical output.
NUC determines damage inflicted upon participants by nuclear and
conventional missiles as described in Section six.
DRAW, which does not appear in the program listing, produces the
output on tape necessary for the plotting of graphs. A brief descrip-
tion of DRAW is included within APPENDIX IV.
A complete listing of program ARMREC and a complete set of flow
charts presenting the initial program logic are included as APPENDIX
II and I respectively. A description of all computer input and output
data appears in APPENDIX III.
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8. Conclusions.
The real value of this simulation, as felt by its authors, is the
insight gained while trying to represent the important ingredients in
the simple duel developed in this thesis. An awareness of the pit-
falls and difficulties inherent in a simulation and the necessary com-
promises with reality to obtain manageable scope within a limited time
are important and invaluable aids in evaluating the results of this
and other simulations. The modeling or simulation of an event, even
of comparatively little magnitude, is the genesis of an almost unend-
ing sequence of investigations into all of its ramifications.
In particular, the authors feel that more sophistication is
required before the model can be called complete. Airborne and
ground element capabilities must be extended to more nearly approxi-
mate their operating envelopes. Several variables treated as deter-
ministic in the model should be considered as probabilistic, e.g.,
all type weapons fire as a unit and pop-up' s occur at definite time
intervals. It should also be noted that data used to generate the
program results is not assumed to be accurate. Kill probabilities
and sighting probabilities, for example, are but very rough estimates
assumed by the authors.
Time was not available to use program ARMREC in making a detail
analysis of the results of the interactions between the opposing
participants by changing the parameters and tactics in the thesis
scenario. However, some general observations can be made. Excluding
the effects of vegetation and man made obstacles, NOE flight with a
pop-up tactic seemed to enhance the helicopters' capability to detect
and successfully engage the land unit. Based on missile speeds of
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350-370 meters per second firing at ranges of 1000-1500 meters and an
acquisition time required by the helicopter in excess of three to four
seconds, program results also indicates the requirement that a heli-
copter have a continuous LOS during missile flight significantly
lowers the probability of helicopter survival because of the time
available for the firing of land unit weapons.
24
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APPENDIX I
This appendix contains the flow charts of the ARMREC computer
program logic. The following conventions will be used within the
chart.
Symbol Symbol definition
Read the input data listed
PRINT statement
A FORTRAN statement, the number 4
on the upper right hand corner is
the statement number. If the rec-
tangle contains a call statement
the page on which the subroutine
starts, immediately follows the
subroutine name, e.g., P-4 means
flow for subroutine also starts on
page 4. Rectangle may be of any size,
LOGICAL IF statement.




,eg., "Do 6 1=1,10"
Used for BEGIN, END, RETURN, or
STOP statements
Connector between statements
in the same program or subroutine
which appear on different pages or
cannot be connected by an unbroken
line.
A= connector symbol
163= statement number to which it
connects if there is one
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This appendix contains the FORTRAN listing of the ARMREC
computer program. All major divisions of the program are ident-
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This appendix contains a complete list and card format for the
input variables to the ARMREC program. Following the input descrip-
tion is an example and description of the program output.
It should be noted that in the input description the variable
name is the name of the input variable as it is used in the program.
It is not necessary to punch this name on input cards, only the
values or symbols assigned to the variable names are punched on the
cards.
Input data cards for program ARMREC should be prepared as in-
dicated. The values of all input parameters are right justified in
the fields assigned and the value of each variable whose name begins
with I,J,K,L,M,N is a fixed point number while all others are float-



































Time length of game, less
than 99.
The number of nuclear missiles
carried by each helicopter in
the attack section.
The number of conventional
anti-armored missiles carried
by each helicopter in the
attack section.
The probability of sighting
by the helicopter scout air-
craft.
The probability of sighting
by the armored unit.
The sighting probability of
the attack helicopter air-
craft .
The change in elevation of







































The number of runs to be
made.
The number of polynomials
to approximate the terrain,
KMAX less than or equal to
12.
The X coordinate of the left
edge of the terrain.
The Y coordinate of the bot-
tom edge of the terrain.
The X coordinate of the right
edge of the terrain.
The Y coordinate of the top
edge of the terrain.
The game time interval.
The dimension of a terrain
square approximated by one
polynomial.
The degree of X in the poly-
nomial which approximates the
first terrain square.
The degree of Y in the poly-
nomial which approximates the
















The coefficients of the first
approximating polynomial in a
(4E20.10) field as obtained
from the terrain simulation
program.




















The nuclear weapon yield in
kilotons
.
The kill probability of a
conventional anti-tank mis-
sile .
The target radius of damage
for a nuclear weapon of
yield W.
The number of weapon types
located with armored unit.































The number of weapons of this
type. JTYP is proportional
to the number of units in the
armored unit.
An integer, the time required
to acquire the target by this
weapon. (Seconds)
.
An integer, the firing time of
this weapon before reloading
is required. (Seconds)
.
An integer, the reloading time
of this weapon. (Seconds)
.
The maximum range of this
weapon in meters.
The minimum range in meters of
this weapon.
The total firing time available
for this weapon. (Seconds)
.
The probability of a kill by
this weapon for a range of
0-2500 meters in 100 meter
increments
.


































These four cards have the
title of the run to be
printed at the top of the
output page.
The maximum positive G force
to be used by the aircraft.
Aircraft maximum rate of










The estimated ground speed
of the scout helicopter,
(knots)
.
The estimated speed of the
armored unit. (mph)
.
The estimated ground speed
of the attack helicopter
element (knots)
.
Emergency speed of the armored
unit (mph)
.
This flag determines the type
of flight path flown by the
helicopter scout and attack

















NOE = nap of the earth flight
PP = preplanned flight
scout attack
IMARK= 1 PP PP
= 2 NOE NOE
= 3 PP NOE
= 4 NOE PP
The starting time separation
between the scout and attack
helicopter sections.
The minimum elapsed time
between pop-ups.
This flag aids in determining
which aircraft to fire at.
IKILL= 1 Fire all weapons at
scout aircraft if
possible.
= 2 Fire all weapons at
attack aircraft if
possible.
= 3 Fire all weapons at
aircraft with high-
est kill probability,
= 4 Fire available weap-
ons at both aircraft,
148
Data Number Vari able Columns
Group of cards Name of card





















Each of the cards of this group
contains the X, Y and Z co-
ordinates of the helicopter
scout section in consecutive
time intervals.
ISTP=1 on last of these data
cards and is zero otherwise.
It is the only variable ap-
pearing on last card indicat-
ing all data for scout air-
craft has been read in.
Contains the same type of
information for the helicop-
ter attack section as found
in data group 17.
Contains the same type of
information for the armored
unit as found in data group
17.
NOTE: Data groups 11-19 should be repeated NRUN times
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Output of Program ARMREC
Output from program ARMREC is illustrated in Figures 1, 2, 3,
and 4. Figure 1 contains the land unit weapon data, the mission
title and the simulation parameters for entry into ATTACK. Figure 2
shows the simulation status for each time step. Figure 3 represents
the printed historical tableau containing the important interaction
data. Figure 4 is a graphical presentation of the various phases
of the duel simulation. Description of the variables which appear
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Land unit weapon data, mission title, and
simulation parameters for entry into ATTACK
151
ATT = 33.000000
XAI = 72955.929 YAI s 75454,399 ZAI « 379.235
XQI = 71661,661 yd « 76336,125 2Q 1 > 345.946
XTI = 73075,801 YTI * 767Q0.000 ZTI » 297.862
SCOUT s 1251.3555





PR08 OF SCOUT SURVIVAL = 1.00000
PROB OF A-G SURVIVAL = 1.000 00












ITMV 8 1 ISO , o IGO • ~
J J YP*3 3 2 2
FIGURE 2
Time step simulation status
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i
SUMMARY OF RUN NUMBER, 1
DAMAGE RESULTS
ELEMENT TIME POSITION RANGE WEAPON(S) DAMAGE










2 X « 0000
Y =
ARMOURED UNIT
TANK 91 X a 73o76 n5i 1 I
Y s 767qo
TANK 92 X * 73o76 n82 1 2
Y 3 767 o
APC 92 X * 73 76 n82 1 2
Y c 767 00
0X« 0000





NOTE: Should be read as follows: One tank damaged at coordinates
(X,Y) during the 91st second of game time. Weapon 1 indicates
damage to tank by a nuclear missile, Weapon 2 indicates damage
resulted from a conventional weapon. Aircraft damage can be
inflicted by Weapons 1 through 4 which appear in the summary













MOUEMENT OF HELICOPTER fl/C
AND TANKS fJOHNSON. UflN LEELUEN)
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Definitions for the variables appearing in FIGURES 1 and 2 are
given below:
Variable Definition
XAI,YAI,ZAI Present coordinate positions of the scout heli-
XGI,YGI,ZGI copter section, attack helicopter section and
XTI,YTI,ZTI ground unit respectively.
ISF.IGF Results of ground unit fire on respectively the
scout and attack helicopter sections.
= 1 no fire
= 2 fired and missed
= 3 fired and hit
KSS.KGG Depicts the ability of the land units weapons
1 through 4 to fire respectively at the scout
and attack sections.
= 1 can fire
= cannot fire
TF The length of firing time since reloading for
the land units weapons 1 through 4.
IT The number of times that the ground units
weapons have been reloaded.
ISFLG, IGFLG Defined with comments in program ARMREC
.











The number of nuclear and conventional missiles
expended by attack helicopters one and two.
= 1 tank stopped , = tank moving
The number of scout and attack helicopters dam-
aged.
Number of effective ground unit weapons.
Indicate the existence of an LOS from the scout
to the ground unit and the attack section to the
ground unit.
=1 no LOS
= 2 LOS exists
The ranges from the scout section and the attack
section to the ground unit, rounded up and in
terms of 100 meters.
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APPENDIX IV
Comments on Program TERRAIN
In order to adequately simulate the effects of terrain on the
movement of the engaging units in ARMREC , the program TERRAIN, as
presented by Capt. J. L. Harrison, USMC, ( 2 ) with a few minor
modifications was used. With this program the elevation of any point
in the area of movement of the combatants can be computed.
Terrain elevation for this model is found by using an approximat-
ing polynomial function, Z = F(X,Y) , in which the coefficients of the
polynomial are computed by the program TERRAIN. Use of the approximat-
ing polynomial appears to be the most accurate way of simulating ter-
rain and eliminates the need for the large computer storage necessary
when average elevation squares are used to represent terrain surfaces.
With a set of input points (Z,X,Y), the program, using the least
squares method, fits a polynomial of the form Z=F(X,Y) to approximate
the three dimensional surface from which the input points were taken.
In this thesis, input points were obtained from terrain squares of
2100x2100 meters in order to adequately fit the 2000x2000 meter square
centered inside. Eight of these squares were used to provide the
maneuvering area for the scenario in ARMREC.
The surface from which the input points were taken was a mockup
contour map closely resembling the Stoney Valley area of the Hunter
Liggett Military Reservation. Elevations varied from 1100 to 1900
feet within this area. Polynomials of the form, Z= /_ „/_ c? X /
which were fitted to each terrain square in the mockup area contained
as many as 400 terms with the power of X and Y reaching a maximum of
20.
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In order to provide the storage area required by the input data,
program TERRAIN was written in FORTRAN 63 as a main program with three
overlays. The main program's function is to call the separate over-
lays into operation. Each overlay provides the extra storage neces-
sary by using a magnetic tape as auxiliary storage.
A facsimile of the terrain program output data which includes a
printed list of the coefficients Anm and a plotted 2000x2000 meter
mockup terrain square appear in Figures 5 and 6 in this Appendix.
The coefficients Anm also appear on punched cards for input to ARMREC.
Potential users of Program TERRAIN should be aware of the changes
necessary in the spacing data and parameters throughout the program
when map squares larger than 1000x1000 meters are used. This is nec-
essary so that the number of equally spaced grid lines, used in the
program overlays for finding terrain elevations at equally spaced
points, do not exceed 45.
When the CDC-1604 at the USNPGS computer facility is used, it
is necessary that the terrain program and input data cards be read
onto tape using the CDC-160. This tape is then used as the input
tape on the CDC-1604. Failure to follow this procedure will yield





HLMR MOCKUP TERRAIN GRID SQUARE 5281
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